Stormbirds

What does it do?
Stormbirds supports young people in understanding and
managing the changes they experience as a result of natural

A small group program
that helps children
process their experience
of natural disaster.

disaster. The program enables them to realise they are not
alone in dealing with the impacts of the natural disaster,
and supports them to develop coping, problem solving and
decision making skills in an atmosphere of like-to-like peer
support.
Two levels of the program cater for the different needs of

Floods

younger and older children.

Bushfires
Earthquakes

Who is it for?

Cyclones

Children and young people who have experienced and lived

Such experiences can

through a natural disaster.

be frightening, confusing,

Change affects everyone differently, as does grief. It’s the

life threatening

impact of the change, not the event itself that Stormbirds

and sad.

focuses on.

Stormbirds in your school or community
Through the generosity of Good Grief’s many supporters,
Stormbirds training and materials are available free of charge
to schools and agencies supporting children and young people
after a natural disaster. Please contact the Good Grief National
Office (61 2) 8912 2700 for more details about accessing
Stormbirds for your school or commuity

How does it work?

A small group, peer based program of 4 sessions based on the belief that change, loss and grief
are a normal and natural part of life.
Stormbirds encourages children and young people to value who they are and the particular
story they have. It also helps to modify, where necessary, their thinking, attitudes, beliefs and
constructs about like, and to “take charge” of their behaviours.

How is it delivered?

Delivered to small groups over four sessions, a trained “Companion” facilitates the process,
providing a safe and creative way to explore feelings, memories, and the loss and grief associated
with a natural disaster.
Companions may be agency staff, endorsed volunteers or other suitable adults who undertake
a one day training to equip them to facilitate the Stormbirds four session program. The one-day
workshop also allows teachers to process their own experience of the disaster and its impacts on
both their students and the community.

Outcomes

Stormbirds provides the support and space to:
•

Support children and young people in understanding and managing the changes they
experience as a result of natural disaster

•

Assist children and young people in understanding that their reactions associated with
natural disaster are normal

•

Develop skills for coping, problem solving and decision making

•

Build a peer support network

•

Help restore self-confidence and self-esteem.

Evidence

Stormbirds has been used successfully by schools after the Victorian bushfires in 2009, Cyclone
Yasi and the floods in 2011, bushfires in the Blue Mountains in NSW in 2014 and by schools in
Chirstchurch, New Zealand after the earthquakes. In these settings, nearly 2,000 children have
participated in the program.
In 2011-2012 Professor Brett McDermott from the Statewide Mater Child and Youth Recovery and
Resilience Team in Brisbane, monitored and evaluated the implementation of Stormbirds after
Queensland floods. Data from pre and post testing revealed that the program made a statistically
significant difference to children on a number of variables including;
•
•
•
•
•
•

feeling safe
feeling OK
things are getting better
people can help me
I can talk about my feelings
I can solve problems and make things better
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